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Goals included gaining a headstart on upcoming assignments, and staying focused and 

giving consistent effort despite the lack of difficulty in assignments. These goals were all met, 
thus displaying a continuity from last week as I intended to keep up the improvements I made 
last week. As we near the business symposium, goals include to refine handshakes and 
professional greetings, along with digital portfolio completion. These tasks, if done in advance, 
will effectively contribute to my more pressing tasks such as the research assessment and the 
required handshakes. These goals are more focused on physical tasks, but can only be 
accomplished if the same consistent effort and time management is applied. Therefore these 
goals will then amass the goals that are most helpful in the professional world such as  time 
management, professional attire/greeting, and mastery of the handshake.  

With few pressing assignments, the work ethic deteriorated from last week due to the 
lack of urgency. This is not a good habit, but is common in the professional workplace. However 
in order to achieve my goals this work ethic isn’t acceptable. As we near more professionally 
demanding tasks and events, in order to refine the professional skills, I must consistently work 
on keeping up every week despite the difficulty and severity of the assignments. This standard of 
effort shall only be met if I treat every assignment or week like the end of a grading period. This 
will serve as a method of conditioning my brain to ensure effortful work. 

The information I acquired this week was highly essential, yet still taken for granted by 
many, for the professional world. Creating a digital portfolio and learning how to properly shake 
hands were the highlights of the week. With this information it now prepares amateurs like 
myself for encounter with professionals, and enables me to be at the least presentable and 
professional even while nervous when speaking with potential mentors. As much of sports 
marketing deals with person to person or person to athlete relations, professional encounters are 
a key component that must be mastered for success. 
 


